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BACKGROUND
The inspiration for this study
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Diversity 
Strengthens Us

Duke University Libraries Strategic Plan, 2016-2021



COFHE STUDY

⊡ Reviewed 2015 COFHE Enrolled Student 
Survey findings

⊡ Noticed disparities in responses across user 
groups

⊡ Wanted to know more about 
underrepresented minority groups 

⊡ Included this study in assessment goals we 
report to the University 



METHODOLOGY
Developing the study
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GETTING STARTED

Formed team

Five staff members, 
including one who 
was a 1G student

Reviewed 
literature

Researched what 
other universities 
and libraries are 
doing in this area

Scanned 
environment

Learned more about  
1G students at Duke 
and the support 
services in place



Experiences on campus

⊡What are 1G students’ 
experiences at Duke, 
broadly speaking? 

⊡What services and people 
help 1G students acclimate 
to Duke? 

⊡What do 1G students find 
particularly challenging?  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Experiences with the library

⊡Have students used the 
Libraries?  If so, how?

⊡What works well?

⊡What does not? 

⊡How do the Duke Libraries 
compare with libraries 
students used before coming 
to Duke?



STUDY DESIGN

Fall Focus Groups

⊡ 2-6 students per 
group

⊡ 4 mixed groups of 
sophomores, 
juniors, seniors 

Student Survey

⊡ Designed biennial 
user satisfaction 
survey so we 
could compare 
results between 
1G and 
continuing 
generation 
students 

Spring Focus Groups

⊡ 3-5 students per 
group

⊡ 2 groups of first-
year students in 
their second 
semesters at Duke



RECRUITMENT

Worked with 
IR and the 

Office of A&O

Direct 
emails

Post to 1G 
listserv

 Soph, Jr, Sr 1Gs 
First-year 1Gs



DIRECT EMAIL



FOCUS GROUPS & SURVEY
Sample questions and format
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FOCUS GROUPS



SURVEY



SURVEY



FINDINGS 
Focus groups
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General findings
⊡ Students perceive a dearth of 

information capital

⊡An ecosystem of supportive 
offices on campus is critical

⊡ Finances are stressful, and the 
cost of textbooks are a special 
pain point

SUMMARY

Library findings
⊡ It is not always straightforward 

to find existing resources 

⊡Getting help from experts is 
important, but difficult

⊡ Checking out books using call 
numbers is daunting



“
“Who told you that? Have you been told your 

whole life you have to do this? 
Was there an info session I missed?”

“When I first came here, I was just so 
shocked by how everybody else knew how to 

succeed in college level classes.”

“You have the pressure of pretending ‘I’m 
okay.’  My parents are so proud of me that I 

can’t tell them what’s really going on.”



“
“A lot of times, the librarian – and it’s not their 
fault – will be like, ‘It’s in the PM section, just 
look at the little code thing.’ And I say, ‘I don’t 

know what the code thing is.’ And they say, ‘Just 
follow the code and you’ll find it.’ So then I 

spend a really long time looking for it.”

“The assumption is that we’ve been in libraries 
before.  They [library staff] were helpful after I 

admitted I didn’t know my way around.”



““There’s definitely a mentality that exists at 
Duke that middle class is poor and lower 

class is even worse.”

“Just because you go to Duke doesn’t mean 
you can afford to live at Duke all the time.”

“ ‘Oh, you’re smart for a first generation 
student. I never would have known.’ ”



FINDINGS 
Survey
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650
1G students at Duke

20%
Responded to survey

128
1G survey respondents



Duke / the Libraries are a safe space
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““Making Duke Libraries a safe space is a task for 
those who visit the library. While the staff and 

building itself are a ‘safe space’, the conversations 
that can be overheard in the library by other 

students/patrons are not always the most 
welcoming or inclusive. It will take an effort on the 

part of everyone and a campaign to raise awareness 
about the need for inclusivity and sensitivity to 
make the library a truly safe space on campus.”



““The libraries are the only place where I can find 
scholarship on native people around the world, and 
it was the only place where I have ever found a book 
about my mother’s tribe. Outside of the library, and 
except for the Native American Student Alliance, I 
have never experienced legitimate validation of my 
indigenous identity and my family’s history. I have 
also never known an indigenous professor at Duke, 

or seen a fully accurate class on native history.”



““I generally do not feel unsafe at libraries, but there 
are certain cases when people of a particular 

ethnicity or group tend to congregate in specific 
areas in the libraries which make one individual 

studying there along feel out of place.”

“The library is a place mostly free of student 
groupings. I can study anywhere and feel 

welcomed and comfortable. To that extent I 
view it as a safe space.”



How much would the following 
improve your library experience?

59%

26%

46%

13%

Textbooks Device lending

“A LOT”

1G

Continuing
generation



SURVEY



The library is an important 
part of my experience at Duke

1G Continuing 
generation

1 (Strongly 
agree)

40% 50%

2 45% 30%

3 9% 12%

4 5% 6%

5 (Strongly 
disagree)

2% 2%



1G needs are 
student needs



ACTING ON WHAT WE LEARNED
What’s done & what’s to come
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⊡ Expand textbook loaning program – and 
advertise it!

⊡ Designate a 1G Student Success Librarian 

⊡ Promote library services to 1G students 
during pre-orientation sessions 

⊡ Develop workshops for 1G students 

⊡ Develop a peer research mentor program

⊡ Send letters home to 1G parents to describe 
library services and programs

RECOMMENDATIONS



RECOMMENDATIONS

⊡ Recruit 1G students to Libraries’ advisory 
boards

⊡ Advertise student library jobs on the 1G 
listserv

⊡ Develop guidelines for staff and students who 
assist users at the Service Desk

⊡ Collaborate with campus units 



IMPLEMENTATION

⊡ Charged a 1G Implementation Team

⊡ Prioritizes recommendations 

⊡ Collaborates with colleagues to improve services and 
do outreach



SUCCESS!

⊡ 1G Librarian

⊡ Campus collaborations

⊡ Involvement in 1G summer program 

⊡ Letter to 1G families

⊡ More robust Textbooks on Reserve Program

⊡ Effort to make Service Desk staff more approachable 

⊡ Increased marketing and outreach

⊡ Proposals to hire a Student Success Librarian 
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